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About This Game

Steampunk Syndicate 2 is tower defense with elements of collectible card game! This Game is made in awesome steampunk
setting. We created a game world with eccentric characters, steampunk weapons, towers and highly detailed levels such as the

Seaside Town, Flying Zeppelin, Temple of Time, Derelict Firing Field, Ruins of Spire and the Realm of the King.

In Steampunk Syndicate 2 you will confront waves of relentless enemies. Build and fortify defensive towers: gatling gun,
elemental fire thrower, bomber, tesla robot and generator.

Game Features:
⚔️ More than 40 free levels to challenge your strategy.

⚔️ 5 upgradeable towers.
⚔️ Customizable steampunk robot.

⚔️ 2 upgradeable heroes.
⚔️ Fantastic eye-catching art design.

Resistance and their giant steampunk machine The Defender have to protect their world again!
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this is a good game buy it , you will decide to keep it before the refund time runs out.. Close to 6 hours for me to unlock
everything. Game is short but pretty sweet. I reccomend it on the account that it is free and you can use your own music. It is
replayable, a great time-waster. It has very high potentional to be even greater. Give it a try (=. Pixelated nukes!. This is a level
of extra that even I can't tolerate.. As a fan of Edgar Allan Poe's work, I had to check this out. Nevertheless, this game was a
disappointment. Took me 3h to get this thru, with small breaks. This was a basic okay, so I'll just list the cons down below.

Pros:

+ Edgar Allan Poe!
+ Okay graphics
+ Enging has a nice little twist, slightly morbib, which bides to the source material

Cons:
- 9,90\u20ac is way too much for ~3h playsworth
- No achievments?
- Puzzles not very challenging
- No replay value
- Graphics could be a lot better
- Music is mediocre
- Short

All in all, buy it if you love Poe and point and click but only from sale! Not worth the ~10\u20ac\/12$.. Iru is a walking
contradiction. A sniper that fires randomly. An assassin that struggles to deal damage. A win-farming hyper on a character who
puts her life at risk every time she enters battle. Playing Iru is spending the whole game waiting for the opportunity to do something
because she doesn't have the tools to reliably create the situations she thrives in outside of Long-Distance Shot. Her hyper Extended
Photon Rifle is random and unreliable, forcing her to rely on enemy infighting or random chance to do her job. If the game is
relatively peaceful, you will struggle to get wins and the characters that tend to cause these games are much better at collecting stars
than she is. What you are left with is a character that can't fight, can't defend herself, and is punished for any attempt to be
proactive. If I have one nice thing to say about her, it would be that the animation for her hyper is pretty cool. But seriously, just
play Marc if you want to snipe people.

On the other hand, Mira is pretty fun to play. They have good stats for an assassin-like playstyle and their passive causes your traps
to inconvenience your opponents even more. Their hyper Leap Through Space lets you create a mark on the map which you can
then teleport to later. This can be used to ambush opponents, evade attackers, and to get home faster. They have a lot of utility and
make for a good alternative to Suguri or Hime.

Even with Mira's buffs, there are many other character packs I would recommend over this one if you are only looking to buy one
or two of them. Iru is in serious need of some rebalancing leaving you with half a character pack. If you are trying to unlock all of
the characters or one of these two really resonates with you, go for it.. A Titan Quest clone. So Diablo's grandclone. Great graphics,
but the gameplay isn't very innovative. The story is new, and the game isn't bad. It's just not worth paying for if you already own
Titan Quest.

It is definitely different from Titan Quest, but not different enough that I don't feel like an idiot for buying them both. In Titan
Quest, you click a button to choose your class. In Numen, you "role-play" your class choice. How you play through the beginning of
the game determines what class of character you play. Numen feels more like a single-player MMO, whereas Titan Quest feels
more like a proper Diablo clone.

C+. Not bad, just not unique.. Pfff easy as pie.
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Tense and very difficult, this isn't a game for everybody. Your interface is very faliable, and at times comes under direct attack.
You will lose your visual display, your communications will be cut preventing you from issuing orders, your troops may panic,
or go space crazy at times. If you can't stand games that use the interface as a difficulty mechanic and occasionally remove
control from your hands, this isn't going to be your game.

Having said that you will not be getting your hands dirty in this game. Instead you get a chance to be one of those guys that sits
in a comfy chair back on the ship, watching the commando team as it breaches the spooky alien vessel through a glowing CRT,
sipping a fine scotch whiskey as the whole mission goes pear-shapped and everybody gets killed. Don't worry, you can always
hire another crew. The important thing is that you didn't even need to wear pants for this operation.. Those with a voracious
appetite for classic arcade games will eat this up, but others might find it a bit hard to swallow. If you're hungry for some old-
school quarter-munching action, this game costs less than a bite to eat and is something you can sink your teeth into, so it'll give
you something to chew on for a while.. 9/10 Why is Scroll of Lullaby not called Scroll of Magic Napping, to go along with
Magic Mapping. I'm dissapointed.
. MP review only: No way i'm dropping $100 on a 6 hour campaign alone, no matter how good it may be. MP is where the
longevity and value is for me.

It's clunky and unpolished. Not even unpolished, unfinished really.

It plays and feels like an early alpha build of Blops 3, best way i can describe it. Made me really look back and appreciate how
smooth and polished Blops 3 felt.

The maps feel claustrophobic, chaotic and uninspired. Random corridors everywhere, with nowhere to really take advantage of
your maneuverability in creative ways. No flow to the matches, especially with how bad the spawns are.

The weapons? Not even sure where to begin. They're all over the place in terms of balance. Just... no.

Even if they do improve the game through patches, the game is already dead on arrival. There is hardly a community for it now
and there certainly won't be one later. There is no reason to buy this game unless you got a hard on for Zombies or over-paying
for single player campaigns. There are far superior FPS games out there RIGHT NOW that you'll be missing out on, and for
what? Naturally, MWR will be released stand-alone later.

Notice, this is coming from someone that had no crashes or bugs in my time with the game. It allowed me to adjust settings and
retain those settings (won't run at 144hz, although it allows me to choose it? caps at 90 in game). I got to experience the game in
a "finished, working" state. I can only imagine the bad taste this has left in the mouths of those repeatedly crashing.

ps. Adjusting my mouse DPI seemed to really help with the mouse smoothing and stuttering. Unfortunately, that still doesn't
make the game any more fun.

It's time for Activision to get their heads out of their asses. Gamers are starting to wisen up after so many releases of buggy,
unfinished products, especially after the likes of NMS, and thanks to some healthy competition who are taking it seriously (BF1,
TF2) as well as steam's awesome refund policy, these companies are no longer going to be able to laugh all the way to the bank
much longer while we "buy it anyway". We'll see how many pre-orders the next CoD recieves after this, although i think many
are going to be looking to 3Arc to restore thier faith. CoD will get one more chance, but this franchise is in a world of hurt and
they only have their greed to blame.

Over-dramatic much? Yup. But this is the first game i've ever refunded so i'm salty af.. In Angels of Death we focus on the
Blood Angels, red space marines whom are not nearly as addicted to fire as the Salamanders, however they spot a nice wide
range of units with a gameplay that is more balanced than the Salamanders from Vulcan's Wrath. The mission design this time
focuses far more on infantry fighting and there are great hordes of orc infantry units ready to be mowed down by bolter fire
from your space marines and the flow of battle have improved greatly this time around.

Everything that was new to the game in Vulcan's Wrath is still around this time, so I will not dwell into that and overall I didn't
feel there was a whole lot of new under the sun mechanical in this DLC except the mission scripting is improved and what
secondary missions are has become far more obscure.
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One of the thing that for me differ from the previous releases is that the maps felt far better designed and quite enganging, the
game also manages to present us with many differnet styles of maps with focus on different styles of play which is very
pleasing.

The enemies this time is have shifted to a far more infantry based mixed, something the Salamanders would have loved and that
the Blood Angels are seemingly expects in as well. The good thing is that the game can present you with far more units without
slowing the flow down to a halt trying to wear down a screen full of heavy army units and overal, I found this very enjoyable,
however one issue is that different units fail to shine as much as they have earlier, most is dealt with in a similar fashion and that
is a bit of a shame.

Blood Angel units and ... Dreadnoughts, honestly again the dreadnoughts are the foundation of any units their only real
downsides are that there is a few pieces of terrain they can't enter and they are not exactly fast other than that they are the best
of the best. Looking beyond the dreads the Blood Angel army in this DLC have plenty of requsition and in my play time regular
space marines and tactical marines never once saw battle, the cheapest unit I bought at any time was the blackguard space
marines which can deal deadly blows to anything on the battlefield, other than that the range of vehicle and infantry include
options for supporting fire which seems to be the mainstay of the Blood Angels, making them a nearly immovable object on the
enemies turn and the dreads and high value units makes something close to an unstoppable force on your turn, when you get this
formular down this DLC will have by far the easiest to date.

The missions varies greatly from claim X number of victory hexen, destroy all enemy units (which I should mention did not
have a single lone unit somewhere you had to spend way to many turns to find, excellent job guys!) to by far my favorite
escorting a bunch of chimera armoured personal carriers, which made them highly entertaining and challanging and at no point
did it feel repetative, something the base game and Vulcan's Wrath didn't completely escape.

In a somewhat strange turn around I didn't feel deployment was as important in this DLC as it was in the rest of the game as
long as my forces were build around a standard strategy, armoured spear head, support fire back up, and infantry on the same
and preferably a leader in the back (not a very WH40kish place for them ohh well).

I think the only downsides are that the meeting with the Orc warlord was the least memorable of all the content so far, maybe it
was simply my setup but he attacked my units and was annihilated same round not even grinding my advance to a halt. It was...
anticlimatic. The other downside is that hover and flyers are far far too weak to really have a place in the game this goes for
both hostile and allied units they can seemingly be destroyed with impunity by anything they face leaving them no spot in the
army at all and their inability to fly over "tall trees" or buildings made them little more than vehicles that could potentially travel
across water. AA fire is pointless, whatever they attack will almost or entirely kill them.

My final thoughts are that I loved the DLC, and the Blood Angels were great fun to play and their mutual supporting structure
was far more evident than Steel Legion (imperial guard) or the Salamanders (space marines) making them an easier army to
learn to use well. All the missions were fun and II had completed them before I knew it, however I really really still miss the
voice acting of the NPCs it gave so much more depth to the missions and the stories. I will recommend this to anyone whom
liked the gase game and to some extend I would recommend you play this one before Vulcan's Wrath.

Art: 6 (The maps seemed more pleasing to look at but not enough to change my score from the base game score.)
Combat: 8 (Combat was excellent and so is the flow, perhaps a little easy but other than that excellent!)
Interface: 5 (it's the same, so no change).
Voice acting: 0 (The base game had it and it could have added so much more)
Level design: 9 (again much mjuch improved slightly better than Vulcan's Wraith).

Overall: 6 (same as Vulcan's Wrath but for slightly different reasons, honestlly I recommend this DLC, it is well worth it).

. I'm so disappointed in this game. It's not quite what I was hoping for, but I can tell he put a lot of effort in it. The trailer looks
absolutely dope, I always wanted to try roam an open world as a cat. Honestly, probably be better as an open world battle royale.
It would be pretty funny and cool. I really hope he can improve on this successful formula in Cat's Yarn 2.. Simply put, lots of
fun in a lite breazy dungen crawler. My only 2 grips are the brown curser needs more contrast from the mostly brown playfield,
and when you set the sound level the game does not remember the sound settings from one game to the next.
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